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Japan Investment Corporation (JIC) to supply capital to first approved fund  
 

・ JIC will invest in the first fund approved since its establishment, JIC-US  
・ The fund will invest in global start-ups that possess cutting-edge technology in the 

biotech and drug discovery fields  
・ By establishing a fund in Silicon Valley, the center of the biotech and drug discovery 

industries, investment results will boost the competitive power of Japan’s domestic 
pharmaceutical industry  

 
Tokyo, October 26, 2018 – Japan Investment Corporation (JIC) today announced its 
decision to invest in JIC-US, an affiliated fund that will be the first approved fund since JIC’s 
establishment. JIC holds a 100% stake in JIC-US, which is based in California, and will be 
represented by JIC Representative Deputy President Yasunori Kaneko. 

 
In principle, JIC carries out investment activities through approved funds under its control, 
and is planning to launch funds in four areas: JIC-US, Venture Capital, Private Equity, and 
Engagement.  
 
In order to leverage overseas growth as a source of domestic growth, as well as cultivate 
new industries that can take root globally, JIC-US will identify venture businesses and 
networks in the US with state-of-the-art technologies, business models, and related 
knowledge as investment targets for the aforementioned planned domestic Venture Capital, 
Private Equity, and Engagement funds. In addition, by maintaining the highest level of 
investment talent, JIC-US aims to train the next generation of young investment talent while 
also making use of current knowhow for venture capital management.  
 
Deputy President Kaneko has a strong track record and personal connections in the biotech 
and drug discovery fields, JIC-US’s target investment areas. JIC-US will begin working in 
these areas, which are a high priority from the perspective of strengthening industrial 
competitiveness in Japan. 
 
JIC-US will conduct investment activities in the inner circle of biotech and drug discovery 
start-ups investment from its base in Silicon Valley, which is widely known as a global center 
for those industries. As a result, JIC-US can acquire investment-related knowhow in addition 
to offering Japanese biotech and drug discovery companies’ opportunities for M&A, capital 
tie-ups, and the acquisition of new products from US companies. It will also be possible for 
Japanese universities and pharmaceutical companies to support the commercialization of 
developments in the above sectors in the US, allowing JIC-US to expand and strengthen its 
investment activities in these fields.  
 
Overview of JIC-US 
Representative: Yasunori Kaneko  
Fund duration:  Until December 31, 2033  
Investment capability:  US$2 billion  
Business outline:  
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・Investments in start-ups, including joint investments, as well as investing in start-ups as a 
GP or LP.  

・Contribute to the competitiveness of Japan’s biotech and drug discovery industries as well 
as the creation of new industries by investing in the biotech and drug discovery fields in 
the US. 

・Connect to the strengthening of domestic Japanese industry by widely sharing the details 
of JIC-US’s investment activities with Japanese businesses.  

 
Policy objective 
JIC will set the following policy objectives for JIC-US, and JIC-US will be evaluated by the 
Investment Committee based on relevant laws and investment standards.  
・Promote specific business activities through investment in state-of-the-art technology. 

Acquire top-level investment talent in order to do so effectively.  
・Promote specific business activities by sharing access to and knowledge of development 

of the world’s most advanced technologies with Japanese pharmaceutical companies as 
well as Japanese research institutions, universities, start-ups, etc.  

・Support collaboration between JIC-US’s investment targets in the US and Japanese 
pharmaceutical companies.  

・Contribute to the evolution of domestic investment and the next generation of investment 
talent by studying the investment practices of world-class investors. 

 
Target returns 
JIC will set the following investment return targets for JIC-US, and JIC-US will be evaluated 
by the Investment Committee based on relevant laws and investment standards.  
・JIC-US will be evaluated based on a weighted average according to the total sum 

invested, and its ultimate goal is to exceed the benchmark in each asset class by the time 
of the fund’s final dissolution.  

 
JIC’s mission is “to contribute to the strengthening of Japan’s industrial competitiveness and 
the development of future industries through investment based on the beneficiary principle, 
maximizing long-term returns.” The establishment of JIC-US is the first big step toward the 
realization of this vision.  
 
About Japan Investment Corporation (JIC) 

JIC was established on September 25, 2018, in accordance with the enforcement of the 
Act of Partial Revision to the Industrial Competitiveness Enhancement Act—the 
governing law of JIC’s predecessor, INCJ. Amid the accelerated use of IoT, Big Data, 
AI, and other new information technologies globally, JIC aims to address the growing 
demand for risk capital for long-term, large-scale growth investments with a governance 
structure conducive to quick and flexible investment decision making. 
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<Press Contacts> 

 

 

株式会社 産業革新投資機構  企画調整 Gr. 広報  入江、坂井 

東京都千代田区丸の内 1-4-1 丸の内永楽ビルディング 21 階 

電 話：03-5218-7218     URL：https://www.j-ic.co.jp/jp/ 

 

Japan Investment Corporation 

Corporate Planning Group, Communications, Irie, Sakai  

Tel: (03) 5218-7202 | URL: https://www.j-ic.co.jp/en/ 


